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In this study, we show that mechanochemical activation in responsive

materials with designed, periodic microstructures can be achieved at

lower applied strains than their bulk counterparts. Furthermore, by

characterizing two responsive polymeric materials, we have devel-

oped a computational model capable of quantitatively predicting

mechanochemical activation in geometrically complex structures.

Stimuli responsive materials alter their chemical or physical
properties in response to particular environmental cues.1,2

Exciting examples include polymeric materials that respond to
stimuli such as light,3,4 heat,5,6 mechanical force,7,8 electrical
potential,9,10 magnetic fields,11,12 and pH.13 A comparatively
new class of stimuli-responsive behavior is found in polymer
mechanochemistry—the ability to transduce mechanical force
along the backbone of a polymer chain to produce a chemical
response within the material.7,8 Generally, the mechanically
responsive molecular units (typically referred to as “mechano-
phores”), which are capable of relieving strain, are placed within
the polymer backbone.7 Mechanophores have been developed to
produce a wide range of chemical responses, including effects
such as: stiffening or strengthening of materials under stress,14,15

self-healing,16–18 small-molecule release,19–22 rapid depolymeriza-
tion,23 catalyst activation,18,24,25 electrical conductivity changes,26

and mechanically induced luminescence and color change
(mechanochromism).27,28

Polymer mechanochemistry is a rapidly growing field, but
there are still some significant limitations that hinder its use
in practical applications. For solid-state devices, large defor-
mations, often exceeding 100% strain, are typically necessary
to achieve activation.28,29 While large deformations are accep-
table in some scenarios, there is a broader and currently unad-
dressed application base for mechanoresponsive materials
that activate at smaller strains.30,31 Much of the research
toward this goal has hitherto focused on a molecular-level,
bottom-up approach to improvements in mechanophore acti-
vation.31 To complement chemical-control of mechanochem-
ical activation, we suggest that mesoscopic microstructural
geometric tailoring could also be used to enhance mechano-
chemical activation.

In this study, we show that through the incorporation of
strain concentrating features within the context of a period-
ically “microstructured” material, onset of mechanochemical
activation can be tailored to occur at a much lower strain
compared to materials lacking judicious geometric design
(Fig. 1). We used a calibrated color imaging method to quan-
tify activation within mechanochromic 3D printed and cast
materials that leverage a spiropyran mechanophore. In
addition, we have developed new numerical models, based on
the finite element method (FEM), that are capable of predict-
ing the mechanochemical response in geometrically complex
materials. We note that our model is analogous to the model
presented by Celestine et al.,32 where the strain and stress
fields are directly correlated to the experimentally measured
SP activation.32 We expect that such models will enable the
future engineering of mechanochemically active structured
materials through topology optimization.

We chose to quantify mechanochromic activation of spiro-
pyran within 3D printed spiropyran-containing polycaprolac-
tone (SP-PCL) and mold-cast polydimethylsiloxane (SP-PDMS)
materials. While SP-PDMS materials have been well studied,
quantifying the constitutive behavior of thermoplastic elasto-
mers (e.g. SP-PCL) is still challenging due to the complex
phenomena involved, such as sequential necking under large
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deformation.33,34 In these materials, two isomeric configur-
ations of merocyanine result in a high-energy blue coloration
visible under tension, and a lower-energy purple coloration
visible when relaxed after mechanical activation or when acti-
vated by UV irradiation.29

We used red–green–blue (RGB) image analysis to quantify
the mechanochromic activation in our periodically microstruc-
tured materials in response to an applied strain.35,36 For our
chosen materials, we defined the range of activation via the
difference between the blue and green color components, as
described in eqn (1):

IBG ¼ 2ðB� GÞ=ðBþ GÞ: ð1Þ

The “averaged” maximum intensity IBG, for an applied
strain, is obtained by averaging over 100 greatest values of IBG
values (pixels) in the measurement domain (see Fig. S8 and
S9†). The averaged maximum intesity, IBG, was then scaled by
analogously averaged maximum intensities obtained for the
images of the same sample in several specific states (unloaded,
mechanically activated at maximum strain applied, mechani-
cally activated at maximum strain applied and then relaxed,
and UV activated). The resulting scaled quantity gives the aver-
aged maximum local activation as follows:

Aactv ¼
IBG � IBG

ul
max

� �
IBG

rx
max � IBG

ul
max

� �

IBG
UV
max � IBG

ul
max

� �
IBG

fn
max � IBG

ul
max

� � ; ð2Þ

where IBG
ul
max, IBG

fn
max, IBG

rx
max, and IBG

UV
max, are the averaged

maximum intensities obtained from the images of the same
sample in unloaded, mechanically activated at maximum
strain applied, mechanically activated at maximum strain
applied and then relaxed, and UV activated states, respectively.

The UV activated state is interpreted as the maximum possible
activation attainable for a given sample. All states were com-
pared for the same elongated sample, to remove effects of
thickness variation. Further detail concerning the image pro-
cessing procedure is given in the ESI.†

We applied our characterization method to study the
maximum activation profile as a function of applied uniaxial
strain for cast SP-PDMS “bulk” samples in the form of
“dogbone” mechanical test specimens (shown in Fig. 1a). The
activation response can be seen by the blue markers in Fig. 2c.
To target reduced strain onset mechanochromic activation for
the case of applied uniaxial “global” strain (change in length
between the mechanical tester grips divided by the original
length), we introduced strain concentrating elements. Our pre-
diction, within the context of a microstructured material com-
posed of a single constituent material, was that arrays of
microstructural elements that are as thin and short as poss-
ible, distributed within homogeneous regions that are as
mechanically stiff as possible, will trigger reduced strain
mechanochromic onset. As such, we cast a SP-PDMS sample in
a 3D printed mold, as shown in Fig. 1c and 2a. Comparing
Fig. 1b and c, we found that for the same externally applied
displacement, the microstructured sample of Fig. 1c shows dis-
cernable activation, whereas the bulk sample of Fig. 1b, does
not. Quantifying the comparative activation over the tested
strain range, we observed a sharp increase in activation of the
microstructured sample in comparison with the bulk sample.
Quantifying onset of activation as values greater than 6% acti-
vation, we found that the microstructured sample reached
onset at approximately two times less strain, than the bulk
dogbone sample, or approximately 25% vs. 50% onset, respect-
ively (see Fig. 2c). Similarly, at approximately 70% strain, we
saw experimental activations of ∼24% and ∼8% for the lattice

Fig. 1 (a) Generalized depiction of a spiropyran mechanophore activating to become a merocyanine dye. Polycaprolactone (PCL) and polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) are used in this study. The ‘R’ symbol denotes attachment points of either PCL or PDMS chains. (b) Spiropyran-containing polydi-
methylsiloxane (SP-PDMS) dogbone after 50% global strain. (c) SP-PDMS lattice after 50% global strain. (d) Spiropyran-containing polycaprolactone
(SP-PCL) dogbone at 50% global strain. (e) SP-PCL lattice at 50% global strain. Scale bars in b–e correspond to 10 mm.
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and dogbone, respectively (Fig. 2c). To achieve spiropyran acti-
vation of 24% in a bulk dogbone sample, global strains over
145% were necessary.

Similar trends were observed in 3D printed SP-PCL lattices,
as can be seen in Fig. 1 and 3. A key difference between the
SP-PDMS and SP-PCL systems is that the activation in the
SP-PCL system coincides with the onset of plastic deformation,
and subsequent “necking” phenomena. After the formation of
a neck, the majority of deformation across the sample con-
tinues to occur within the necked region. To make clear the
implications of the necking phenomenon, we plot the acti-
vation measured in the dogbone test specimen as a function of

local (defined as the change in length of the necked region
over the “original” length of the necked region shortly, where
the original state corresponds to a deformed state occurring
shortly after necking was observed) and global applied strain,
in Fig. 3c and d, respectively. Direct comparison of the two
plots can be found in the ESI (see Fig. S9†). As can be seen
from the blue dots denoting the activation in the dogbone
tests in Fig. 3, the local applied strain definition suggests that
extremely large local strains (exceeding ∼1500%) are needed to
observe activation exceeding 10%. To contrast with the
dogbone sample test results, we plot the activation measured
as a function of applied global strain in the SP-PCL lattice

Fig. 2 (a) Experimental image of activation in SP-PDMS lattice at approximately 70% global strain. The scale bar (bottom right) corresponds to
10 mm. (b) Simulation image of activation in SP-PDMS lattice at 70% global strain. (c) SP-PDMS averaged maximum activation vs. global strain. The
blue square and black circle points correspond to the experimental activation of the dogbone and lattice samples, respectively. The solid and dash-
dot lines represent the numerical activation of the dogbone and lattice models. The half-height of the shaded areas represents one standard devi-
ation of the one hundred averaged pixels. The strain for the dogbone simulation is presented in terms of the first strain invariant.

Fig. 3 Experimental image of averaged maximum activation in SP-PCL lattice at approximately 225% global strain. The scale bar (bottom right)
corresponds to 10 mm. (b) Simulation of the same lattice at 225% global strain. (c) SP-PCL averaged maximum activation vs. strain (local strain for
the dogbone and global strain for the lattice). (d) SP-PCL averaged maximum activation vs. global strain. The blue square and black circle points
correspond to the experimental activation of the dogbone and lattice samples, respectively. The solid and dash-dot lines represent the numerical
activation of the dogbone and lattice models. The half-height of the shaded areas represents one standard deviation of the one hundred averaged
pixels.
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design in both Fig. 3b and d, which is observed to exceed the
10% activation threshold at approximately 30% global applied
strain. In both cases the microstructured lattice sample can be
seen to pass the 10% activation threshold significantly earlier
than the dogbone sample (∼8 times and ∼50 times lower
applied strains, considering the local and global strain descrip-
tion of the dogbone sample activation, respectively). We also
note the observation of sequential necking phenomena in the
SP-PCL samples, which can be seen in the mechanical testing
videos included as part of the ESI.†

For future use in the design and response prediction of
microstructured mechanochemically responsive materials, we
developed numerical models based on FEM simulations using
COMSOL Multiphysics considering geometric and material
nonlinearities. For the numerical modeling of SP-PDMS
samples, we used a hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin material model
for the material nonlinearity.33 For the numerical modeling of
SP-PCL samples, finite strain elasto-plasticity was considered.
The details of material models are provided in the ESI.†
Nonlinear curve fitting algorithms were used to extract
material properties for the models from the experimentally
measured stress–strain curves of the SP-PDMS and SP-PCL
dogbone samples.

After matching the mechanical response of the two poly-
mers, we created functions to match the mechanochromic
averaged maximum activation intensities as a function of
applied uniaxial global strain measured in the dogbone “bulk”
samples. The activation profiles were then set as the first prin-
cipal strain in the case of the SP-PCL and the first strain invar-
iant in the case of the SP-PDMS and implemented as constitu-
tive properties of the two materials in the numerical simu-
lations. Mechanochemical activation of SP has previously been
shown to correspond to the first strain invariant in polymeric
materials.37 To mitigate numerical mesh dependency and
localization effects in the numerical model, the strain induced
local activation is transformed to a smoothed nonlocal acti-
vation using a Helmholtz-type differential equation as follows:

Āactv � c̄actv∇2Āactv ¼ Aactv; ð3Þ

where Aactv is the local activation, Āactv is the smoothed acti-
vation, and c̄actv is the gradient parameter that controls the
smoothness of the activation. We note that the minimum
value of c̄actv can be set equal to the local size of the finite
element mesh.38 Here, we set this parameter to 10−8.

The results of modeling of the SP-PDMS and SP-PCL
samples are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. Comparison
between the experimentally measured and numerically pre-
dicted activation of both the bulk and microstructured lattice
materials show good agreement. The one notable exception is
that the SP-PCL model does not capture the experimentally
observed sequential necking, as can be seen by the simulation
of the lattice geometry passing the 10% activation threshold at
strains significantly larger than the experiment (Fig. 3c and d).
We suggest this is due to the strain being localized to approxi-
mately a single row at a time in the experiment, whereas it is

distributed in the simulation. Future incorporation of disorder
in the model could be a way to decrease the discrepancy and
improve accuracy of the numerical prediction.

Conclusions

We have shown that by changing the microstructural geometry
of periodic mechanoresponsive polymeric materials, and treat-
ing that microstructured material as a new “effective” material,
we can achieve activation at much lower overall “global”
applied strains. The experimental and numerical results
support our hypothesis that the introduction of arrays of
microstructural elements that are as thin and short as poss-
ible, distributed within homogeneous regions that are as
mechanically stiff as possible, will trigger reduced strain
mechanochromic onset. However, we note that within the
context of a periodic material, decreasingly small and thin
inclusions within increasingly larger homogenous regions are
expected to create more localized activation within the broader
effective material. The ability of microstructure to induce
earlier mechanochromic onset has also been shown within in
a disordered context in a recent work, wherein cured polymeric
microbeads were held together with uncured SP-PDMS brid-
ging material.39 In this work, a new computational model was
also developed that is capable of predicting the activation
response in complex mechanochemically responsive materials,
which may be useful for future design optimization, including
within 3D, additively manufactured structures. The tailored
early onset activation shown herein may serve as a means to
circumnavigate existing issues with polymer mechanochemis-
try (e.g., large required strains) and broaden the utility of such
materials to lower-strain engineering applications.
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